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The district provides Workers’ Compensation Insurance, as required by law. Employees who sustain any injury at 

work must immediately notify their immediate supervisor, or in the absence of their immediate supervisor notify 

Kathy Lee. An injured employee must fill out a Form N and the employee’s supervisor will determine whether to 
report the claim or to file the paperwork if the injury requires neither medical treatment or lost work time. While 

many injuries will require no medical treatment or time lost at work, should the need for treatment arise later, it is 
important that there be a record that the injury occurred. All employees have a duty to provide information and 

make statements as requested for the purposes of the claim assessment and investigation.   

 
For injuries requiring medical attention, the district will exercise its right to designate the initial treating physician 

and an injured employee will be directed to seek medical attention, if necessary, from a specific physician or clinic. 
 

A Workers’ Compensation absence may run concurrently with FMLA leave (policy 3.32) when the injury is one that 
meets the criteria for a serious health condition. To the extent that workers compensation benefits and FMLA leave 

run concurrently, the employee will be charged for any paid leave accrued by the employee at the rate necessary to 

bring the total amount of combined income up to 100% of usual contracted daily rate of pay. If the health care 
provider treating the employee for the workers compensation injury certifies the employee is able to return to a 

“light duty job,” but is unable to return to the employee’s same or equivalent job, the employee may decline the 
District’s offer of a “light duty job.” As a result, the employee may lose his/her workers’ compensation payments, 

but for the duration of the employee’s FMLA leave, the employee will be paid for the leave to the extent that the 

employee has accrued applicable leave. 
 

Employees who are absent from work in the school district due to a Workers’ Compensation claim may not work at 
a non-district job until they have returned to full duties at their same or equivalent district job; those who violate 

this prohibition may be subject to discipline up to and including termination. This prohibition does NOT apply to an 
employee whose has been cleared by his/her doctor to return to "light duty" but the District has no such position 

available for the employee and the employee's second job qualifies as "light duty". 

 
To the extent an employee has accrued sick leave and a WC claim has been filed:  

 the employee will be charged for a day's sick leave for the all days missed until such time as the WC claim has 

been approved or denied;  
 to bring the total amount of combined income up to 100% of the employee's usual contracted daily rate of an 

employee whose WC claim is accepted by the WC insurance carrier as compensable and who is absent for eight 

or more days shall be charged sick leave at the rate necessary, when combined with WC benefits,  

pay;  
 an employee whose WC claim is accepted by the WC insurance carrier as compensable and is absent for 14 or 

more days will be credited back that portion of sick leave for the first seven (7) days of absence that is not 

necessary to have brought the total amount of combined income up to 100% of the employee's usual 
contracted gross pay. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Legal References: Ark. Workers Compensation Commission RULE 099.33 - MANAGED CARE  

   A.C.A. § 11-9-508(d)(5)(A) 
A.C.A. § 11-9-514(a)(3)(A)(i) 

 
 

 

 


